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	This third book of a 3-volume set on Fracture Mechanics adds a pragmatic and supportive character to the previous volumes by focusing on case studies using corrected exercises that teachers, students or engineers will find extremely useful. Due to the wide themes approached in this series, it can also be used to organize work in this field in a new way, as well as in the maintenance of industrial plants.


	Several cases of sampling plans and their applications in industry are presented, as well as several solved case studies on the main indicators of capability according to ISO/TS 16949, ISO 8258 and FORD.


	This book distinguishes itself from other works in the field through its originality in presenting an educational approach which aims at helping practitioners both in academia and industry. It is intended for technicians, engineers, designers, students, and teachers working in the fields of engineering and vocational education. The main objective of the author is to provide an assessment of indicators of quality and reliability to aid in decision-making. To this end, an intuitive and practical approach, based on mathematical rigor, is recommended.
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Agile Business Rule Development: Process, Architecture, and JRules ExamplesSpringer, 2011

	According to Wordnet, a rule is “a principle or condition that customarily
	governs behavior” or “a prescribed guide for conduct or action.” Businesses, and
	organizations in general, operate under a number of rules: rules about what services
	to offer and to whom; rules about how much to charge for those services;...
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Spoken Language ProcessingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Speech processing addresses various scientific and technological areas. It includes speech analysis and variable rate coding, in order to store or transmit speech. It also covers speech synthesis, especially from text, speech recognition, including speaker and language identification, and spoken language understanding.


	This book...
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Powerhouse Partners : A Blueprint for Building Organizational Culture for Breakaway ResultsDavies-Black Publishing, 2004
For any manager or executive committed to achieving business goals through effective strategic partnership, this book gathers successes of some of the world's leading companies to deliver a tool kit for shaping a partnering culture.

From the author who introduced the groundbreaking concept of Partnering Intelligence come the...
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Playing with Color: 50 Graphic Experiments for Exploring Color Design PrinciplesRockport Publishers, 2013

	
		Playing with Color is a highly accessible, fun approach to learning color application and principles. This hands-on book begins with an introduction to the philosophy of learning through the process of play. It then leads to a series of experimental design projects with an emphasis on color, providing the reader with a...
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The Art of Speedreading People: Harness the Power of Personality Type and Create What You Want in Business and in LifeLittle, Brown and Company, 1998

	From the bestselling authors of "Do What You Are" comes a revolutionary new tool--based on the same scientifically validated Personality Type model used by many Fortune 500 companies--designed to help readers effectively harness the power of their own personality types Web site promo. Print ads .
...
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Social Marketing to the Business Customer: Listen to Your B2B Market, Generate Major Account Leads, and Build Client RelationshipsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The first book devoted entirely to B2B social marketing


	B2B markets are fundamentally different from consumer markets. Decisions are made on value, not impulse. Buying cycles are complex, often with many stakeholders involved. Relationships and support are critical. Bet-the-business decisions demand discipline, knowledge, and lots...
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